The analysis of particle motion from the injection region up to the final radius of the JfNR high current phasotron is given. The purpose of the investigation was the appreciation of the beam quality and intensity. Synchrotron and betatron radial and vertical particle motion as well as space charge repulsion were included into the computer code for beam investigation. As a result, the beam intensity earlier appreciation of 40-45 #A was confirmed, magnetic field tolerances in the first phase oscillation region were obtained and the required time dependences of acceleration voltage amplitude were refined.
Introduction
The JINR synchrocyclotron for proton energy of 680 MeV was shut down for reconstruction work in 1979. The purpose of this reconstruction is the creation of a high current phasotron with spatial variation of rmagnetic field. The accelerated beans behaviour together with different acceleration modes of the facility is investigated through computer simulation during the first phase oscillation. As a result, magnetic field tolerances are obtained.
InJection
The beam motion from the ion source up to the stationary acceleration mode was calculated using the computer code THOUR 1 modified for a high current phasotron. The accelerated beam intensity for the main variant of central electrodes geometry 2 was estimated with taking into account synchrotron and betatron radial and vertical particle motion as well as space charge repulsion in the beam. 
